
    In this second section we’ve saved the best for last.  The author thought long and hard about 
even including this chapter in the text.  The subject matter is horrific, of course, and no doubt 
there is a frisson of schadenfreude here derived by some readers who believe they are above 
the subject matter; they would never consider doing such a thing.  Except we know that not to 
be the case.  We are drawn to the subject of suicide exactly because it is so universally thought 
about, yet to act upon the thought is a cultural no-no, a taboo, a sin.  It sets up an inner conflict: 
we are appalled by the result yet we want to know all the justifications, all the gory details.   And 
as any good newspaper person will tell you:  “if it bleeds, it reads.”  
    Sensationalism aside, let’s first explore suicide in terms of Q/A’s consciousness triation 
already established.  We will also want to put suicidal ideation into a space/time continuum, for it 
involves a human being who has seemingly failed to find his or her place in this presence we 
call reality.  Unlike depression which mainly concerns two time frames -- the past and the 
present -- suicide actively involves the future as well, for the hopelessness of the present 
situation becomes more apparent and more anguished as time passes.  Thus, the suicidal entity 
passes through all three pathological passages -- fear, paranoia, anxiety -- on their way to a 
completely despairing conclusion.  
   We can say that fear is more inbred, instinctual, buried in our minds either from DNA-derived 
ancestors or stored in memory from some witnessed horrendous event in our past.  Paranoia is 
a mental condition as well, but displays itself more in present-time aspects such as exaggerated 
vigilance, schizophrenia or delusional behavior in which the person loses touch with reality. 
Anxiety typically involves an imminent event or expectation of an uncertain future outcome that 
produces nervousness, unease, extreme cautiousness.  
   Whereas depression involves one or even two consciousnesses, suicide involves all three to 
an even more critical extent.  All interplay with one another to achieve a symbiotic result from 
which there is no apparent escape neither in time nor in space.   And that is where 
hopelessness or a feeling of morbid desperation sets in.  
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    As you see, all the bases are covered; there seems to be no escape either in time or in 
space.   And at this point, like any caged animal under such stress, rationality breaks down. 
    And so Q/A defines suicide as, “an irrational act that celebrates the complete rejection of 
personal responsibility in all things.”   The word celebrate was chosen carefully.   For it implies a 
public display, a formal announcement of a decision made, an action taken.  And while the 
action may be looked at as completely irrational by others, the suicider may be indicating that 
this final solution was thought through and in everyone’s best interest.   So in this person’s 
thinking, their final act was not a rejection of personal responsibility, but an embrace of it. 
    That is a complete and utter falsehood and delusion.  Nothing could be further from the truth. 
    Suicide is an affirmation of helplessness, powerlessness, complete loss of function.  It denies 
the mind, body and spirit to any life-affirming qualities or conditions.  It seeks only to destroy, 
and in its path are those most closely related to the deceased who must forever bear witness to 
this selfish act of irresponsibility. 
     The notable exception to all this is medically-induced suicide.  Here the tables are completely 
turned;  the final act of responsibility is affirmed, made rational, made whole.  The deceased is 
indeed celebrated, even in cases where the family has had to make the decision of terminating 
life -- as when the patient is too infirm to make the decision for him or herself.  It’s Q/A’s position 
that medically-induced suicide -- with all the various medical disciplines in consultation and 
agreement, and on a case-to-case basis -- should be made available in all 50 states.  It actually 
should be a Constitutional right, right alongside life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 
   But we no longer believe it’s the people’s responsibility -- our duty -- to exist in a truthful, 
self-analytic, productive society.  Taking personal responsibility for the entirety of one’s 
thoughts, actions and spiritual development is almost an impossible mission.  We must deal with 
an external world in mystery as to what a tri-conscious, or triational, existence involves. 
Balanced correctly, such a life would at every turn refute the concept of suicide, both as thought 
and action. 
    When one gives up the responsibility of living an authentic life -- and by that I mean a truthful, 
introspective and productive life -- and decide to end it for whatever reason -- one may believe 
they are regaining control and direction in their destiny, it is true -- but at the expense of losing 
their life in the process.  There are no redeeming qualities about it:  suicide is not an act of 
power and control and self-determination.  Aside from rare cases where physical pain 
management or terminal conditions are professionally monitored with drugs, under the 
supervision of doctors and ethical stewards, suicide is the ultimate statement of weakness and 
depression. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
    But to those merely contemplating suicide, who can talk about it with family members or 
friends or counsellors to explore their reactions, it doubtless will get their attention, even bring 
about professional treatment, and if warranted, hospitalization.  And if that is the desired goal, to 
bring to the forefront one’s despair, oppression, paranoia, one’s self-absorbed ideation of 
finality, then it most certainly will ring the dinner bell.  But of course that presents an enormous 
strategic challenge:  The predicament of going through with the plan and ending the pain for 
yourself, or not going through with the plan and spreading the pain to others. 
   So the contemplation of suicide if revealed to others has quite different outcomes than from 
committing the act itself in secret.  For going through with the act of suicide is the only statement 
you will ever make in which you won’t receive feedback.   Conversely, revealing contemplation 
of suicide is an act that almost guarantees feedback.  That decision -- to act without revelation 
or to first contemplate the act with others -- most surely is indicative to the degree of selfishness 
and schadenfreude one is capable of.  On one hand, going through with the act in secret means 
you will never have to take responsibility for the affect and effect it has on others -- never have 
to admit your death was an entirely selfish and self-absorbed act.  On the other hand, merely 
intimating your plan with others will surely forever involve them to some extent, even those who 
brush off your banter with, “It’s your life, do whatever you want with it.”  
   Of course, the supposed and/or actual reaction of others may or may not gain the intended 
result through an extended hinting process.  There are myriad considerations at play here, 
everything from what rationale is preserved and left behind by the deceased to how the death 
will be felt emotionally and spiritually by the devastated loved ones, to those celebrating and 
applauding the decision, to those casting aspersions, attacking the deceased as not being in his 
or her right mind, etc. etc.  So the mental, material and spiritual futures of those left behind is 
not inconsequential to the contemplative suicider.  In fact, such contemplations may well 
determine whether a person ultimately goes through with the act or not.  That’s why it’s 
imperative that professional guidance is brought into the picture at the very earliest stage of 
suicidal ideation.  
    Nevertheless, either discussed beforehand with others or performed covertly, the very act of 
suicide is both cowardly and ultimately incomprehensible.  Living a full life means living through 
an entire life.  Were that not so, man would have already invented a plague to limit human 
existence to an age just prior to reproductive maturity.  Instead, mankind is living longer and 
thrives more vitally with every generation.  Suicide, therefore, is the antithesis of survival.  Its 
statement is not one of power and control but of weakness and an abdication of responsibility in 
maintaining a proactive, healthy triative consciousness. 
 
  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
     It’s curious to me that the second section “Why Are We Here?” ends with a brief chapter on 
suicide.  Life has so many affirming qualities that it would seem depression and suicide are 
counterintuitive, expressed only by members of the species unable to cope with virtually 
anything life throws at them.  And one might say, suicide is a part of natural selection -- an 
evolutionary device to rid the human species of weakened members.  One might also say this of 
starvation and war for that matter.  
    But survival of the fittest isn’t the issue here.  We know in our own lives, members of our 
family, our communities, our society who cannot fully cope with whatever life throws at them. 
There is no question existence is become more and more complex -- even given technology 
and newly-won freedoms of independence.   Yet the stigma of not “keeping up with the Jones’s” 
-- a veiled reference to those who are not adapting quickly enough to modern society -- is still 
upon us and growing.  We praise diversity, yet we shun those who seem to be falling behind. 
We laud  
national sovereignty, while we condemn “shithole countries.”  We idolize personal exceptionality 
still locked in pagan traditions of racism, sexism and economic servitude. 
    No, survival of the fittest isn’t the issue here, but the stratification of society is.  We are quickly 
building a pyramid of the haves and the have-nots, the former forming a tiny apex, the latter 
filling out a huge base.  It has all the ingredients of institutionalized stress -- derived from 
jealousy, envy, fear and paranoia.   We are passing on to our progeny a world, not of wonder, 
but of plunder.  And we are slowly extinguishing ourselves in the process. 
   Rates of suicide in the U.S. are growing.   Since 1999, the adjusted rate of 14 deaths by 
suicide per 100,000 people has increased by a third according to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.  That accounts for 1.7% of the country’s more than 2.8 registered 
deaths in 2017 -- up from its share of 1.6% in 2016.   And a disproportionate part of the rate 
increase is among young women ages 15-19.  That is, our mothers-to-be.  
   But it’s time to leave the subject, and the section.  In conclusion we can only answer the 
question, “Why Are We Here” with two quotes from two of our most successful American 
forebears:  the first attributable to Lyndon Johnson:  “If you got them by the balls -- the hearts 
and minds will follow”.  And the second quote, attributable to Henry Ford:  “History is more or 
less bunk.” 
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